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The Theater of the Absurd, due to its specialty, is rarely studied. This present thesis 
intends to use of the theory of Conversation Analysis to criticize drama in the Theater 
of the Absurd. The play for study is The Zoo Story, the first play categorized as the 
Theater of the Absurd written by the American playwright, Edward Albee. It displays 
the general nature of the Theater of the Absurd as well as its own characteristics. The 
present analysis focuses on three extracts of the conversations, conducted among the 
two characters at the beginning of the play and near the end. The data are collected 
based on judgmental sampling, on the assumption that they are typical of the 
playwright’s characterization and the theme of the play, which is the difficulty of 
communication and uselessness of human existence.  
The present thesis attempts to prove that the turn-taking framework in conversation 
analysis, with some adaptation, can be applied to analyze the drama in the Theater of 
the Absurd. The analytical framework of the present study includes three parts: turn 
types, types of non-verbal turns and turn-taking patterns. Turn-taking patterns are 
further classified into seven items including number of turns, average turn length, 
skip-connecting, floor-holding strategies, interruption, silence and repetition. The three 
extracts selected from the play texts are analyzed in an explanatory and quantitative 
way. The notable features of the character’s turn-length with or without the use of 
floor-holding strategies, turn-types, non-verbal turn types, and the frequency of the use 
of repetition, interruption and several forms of silence explicitly indicate the character 
relationship and the theme of the absurd in an objective way. 
The present study shows that turn-taking analysis is effective to reveal the characters 
and their relationship in dramatic dialogue, that such analysis helps with the 
appreciation of character relationship, the plot development as well as the theme of the 
Theater of the Absurd from a new perspective. This thesis demonstrates that the 
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It is hoped that the present paper will not only enable readers and analysts to evaluate 
and understand the Theater of the Absurd from a linguistic perspective but also 
enhance the research in the area of Conversation Analysis.   
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Stylistics is a linguistic approach to the study of literary texts. It rests on the 
assumption that the theories and methods developed within linguistics can be 
appropriately and fruitfully applied to the study of literature. With the advances of 
different schools of linguistics, stylistics is classified into different schools, i.e. formal 
stylistics, functional stylistics and discourse stylistics. Among them, discourse 
stylistics is based on the theories of discourse analysis, pragmatics and textual 
linguistics and dramatic stylistics refers to the stylistic study of dramatic texts by 
applying discourse analysis theories and methods.  
As one of the linguistic analytical models for discourse stylistics, Conversation 
Analysis is developed by ethnomethodologists originally for the naturally occurring 
conversations. By analyzing detailed transcripts of authentic ordinary speech events, it 
gives the conversational interaction architectural design. Turn-taking system is the 
basic mechanism put forward by Sacks and Schegloff etc, who created the “turn-taking 
model”, which is composed of the turn-constructional component, the turn-allocation 
component and some rules. A turn is the utterance unit in turn-taking system as well as 
the basic constructional unit in daily conversation. Fourteen features are summarized 
by Sacks, including turn size, turn length, turn number, turn transitions, turn orders, 
turn allocation techniques and repair mechanisms etc. In the late 1970s and the early 
1980s, the turn-taking analysis was mainly adopted to investigate the dialogues 
between students and teachers. In the 1980s, with the development of dramatic 
stylistics, turn-taking analysis was found to be useful and feasible in analyzing 
conversations in literature with two assumptions: 1）that the turn-taking patterns have 
general connection with conversational power and  can reveal the power relationship 
and personality of characters; 2) that the writers create dialogues for their characters 
based on the same rules governing everyday social interaction.  
Based on the previous researches, the present writer has proposed a revised framework 
of turn-taking mechanism for analysis of the Theater of the Absurd, with The Zoo Story 
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types of non-verbal turns and turn-taking patterns. Turn-taking patterns are further 
classified into seven items including number of turns, average turn length, 
skip-connecting, floor-holding strategies, interruption, silence and repetition. The 
floor-holding strategies are further subdivided into six items, namely, pre-sequence, 
space-making strategies, paralinguistic features, utterance incompletor, incompletion 
marker and pre-structuring.  
As mentioned, the school of the play on which the present study focuses is the Absurd 
drama, or the drama belonging to the Theater of the Absurd. It is a special kind of 
discourse in the literary genre of drama. The philosophical foundation of the Theater of 
the Absurd is existentialism, which holds that the world is irrational, and human 
existence absurd that the only destiny of human existence in the dangerous and alien 
world is a series of failures, and that the world is meaningless. To show the 
irrationality and absurdity of the world, the drama can hardly be expected to resolve 
impossible situations logically, and their structure is designed to reinforce the theme of 
hopelessness and meaninglessness by its very lack of the traditional pattern which 
presupposes, however unconsciously, meaning in life. The data for the present analysis 
is taken from The Zoo Story by Edward Albee, generally regarded as the first absurd 
play written by American playwrights. The realism of its dialogue and Americanized 
subject matter, as well as its common theme of the absurdist drama, make the analysis 
of the play worthwhile.  
As a thorough analysis of the whole drama is redundant and impossible, the present 
writer follows the rule of judgmental sampling in which specific units are included 
after the examination and judgment of the population. In the present paper, 
conversations to be collected for data analysis are judged as representative in terms of 
theme and development of relationship among characters. Thus, conversations chosen 
for analysis in the present paper are those that best reveal personalities and relationship 
among characters, unique writing features of the playwright as well as the theme of the 
play.  
The present study is targeted to be a complement to the dramatic stylistics through the 
approach of turn-taking analysis. It aims to prove that the turn-taking analysis 
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